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CHAPTER . .III 
. . 

THE ADVAITA THEORY OF PERCEPTION :· 

AN ANALYSIS 

To the Advaitins the. whole world is nothing. but the manifestation of 

: Brahman or Atmall o~ Consciousness (Cait£mya) .. Keeping this presupp~sition in 
. . . . : . . . 

· . view Dharmaraja Adhvarindra, a: philosopoher belonging to the Advaita School, 
. . 

_thinks that mere connection (sannikar~a) between·sense-,organ and an object is · 

the · cause of perceptual cognition. If the whole world is covered by the 

. Consciousness (Caitanya), a object ontologically cannot remain without bdng · .. 

c~~ered by the· said Cons~iousness. If .the Consciousness. were taken as· an ali

pervading entitY, it would logically follow that ~othing is leftu~covered by ·this~ 
Hence, all the objects. including sense.,.organ etc are covered by this. Though the 

Reality or the Consciousness is one, it may have· some liniited forms which are 

called limiting· adjuncts ( upadhis) for our phenomenal necessaity. The Upiidhi or · 

limiting adjunct. experienced, in our life is called constitutive . while the main 

erititY, which is fre~. from ·limiting adjuncts (niravdcchinna or ni~padhikQ) is 

called regulative. In the Dialectic part. of the Critique of the Pure Reason Kant 
. . . . . 

. instihites a distinction between regulative and constituti~e ideas in the context of 

cosmological ideas. By" 'ideas' Kant means a· set ofapriori ideas such ·that are 

denved from Reason, the· highest human faculty. One feature of these ideas is 
. . . ·. . . . 

· that th~r~.can never be intuitions or facts corresponding_ to. them. :But they do 

regulate the ways in which certain other ideas _are to be used. Freedom, Ought, 
. . 

· Immortality of the soul, God etc. are regulative notions. The constitUtive ideas 

always· haye ·intuitions· .. corresponding to them~ and · together they render 

knowledge· possible. The. apriori categories of understanding are constitutive 

· notions. They are apriori but intentional, and it is with their help that we can 

orgamze the world as and when we come· to know it. The result of· the 
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application of constitutive ideas is verifiability. But . the application of the 

regulative ideas is .n~ver. verifiable, ·but t11ey can .be dispensed with .. They are 
·. ~ ·.' 

unalienable pres~ppositions of hl!mrui state ~f affairs. The limiti~g ~djuncts like 

. gharawsa.(spa~e limited by ajar), month, week, day, night etc. are con~titutive 
. . . 

· .. in the s~nse that they have intuitiori.s corresponding to them through which. our . 

. phenomenal purpose.is served while theabsolute entities like Time (kala), Space 
. . . 

(akiisa) etc. that are free from limitirtg adjuil~ts (rziritpiidhika) ':&-~ accepted as 
. . 

regulative on ~ccount of the fact that they. are accepted onto logically ·but not 

verifiable through . experience or . there we . do not find. intUitions or facts 
. .· . . . . 

. c~rresponding to them·. That is why.; upadhi is called an introducer (paricayaka) 

by the Naiyayikas.1 The . Advaitins also accept three types of Consciousness 

though it is .ontologically one. These limiting adjuncts are Consciousness limited 
. . . . . . . . . . 

by an obje~t ( vif?'ayavacchinn~caitanya ), . Consciousness limited . by.· the mental 

· mode m the. form of an object (anta~karpf)avfttyavacchinnacaitanya) and· 

Consciousness limited by htind (antahkaraf)avacchinnacaitanya)~ These limiting . . . . . . . 

adjuncts · of the Consciousness are techilically called visayacaitaf)Ya, · 
. . ' . 

pramaf)acaitanya and pramiitrcaitanya.respecti~ely2 just a~ Time, though one ·in 
. ~ . . . . 

. number, has got' various limiting adjuncts like hour, month, week, fortnight etc.· 
. . 

Keeping these m,etaphy~ical presuppositi!)nS in view Dharmaraja Adhvar~ndra 

· bas accepted two criteria of perceptuality - . .rnana'gata (existing in cognition) ,. . . . . . ,. . . . . . . . 
and·. visayagata (existing in an object).. To him when there is a uriion betWeen 

. \ . , . ~ \ 

pranilif!acaitanya (Consciousness iimited by menta' rnode-antafzkarana vrtti) 

and 'yi~ayacaitanya . (Consciousness limited by an. object), there is the 
. . 

perceptuallty of kno~ledge or cognition (jfianagatapratyak$afva).3 It is to be 

borne in mind that he has made a clear distinction between perception of the 

knowledge of a jar and perception of a jar. In the case of the perception of the 

knowledge of a Jar there is a unity between . vif?ayacaitan_ya and 
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prltmiinacaitanya, but.prbmiitrcaitanya remains isolated under such situ~tion. 
. : . . . , . . . . : . 

-How is such u~i~n oiiliese caityanas- possible? Dhannaraja Ad11varindra had 

~ade- an effoit to convince about -the logiC of ~uch descripotion~_ When our mind -

g~es out of the body_ with the help ~f the s~~se-org~- and _assumes the shape. of 

. -the· ·obj~ct theri it calied ~ental- mode ( vrtti) which. is -~Is~ a limited form of the 

Consciousness. To them mind or antahkiirana has no shape of its ownjust as . . . - . ·. . . . , . . - . . . 

:liquid subst~ce. but it can assume· the shape of the object jtist as water assumes 

the. form . of the :container. ·If this were .. the case,· •· the· visayacaiianya 
. . . . . . -

(Consciousness _limited by an objeCt) beco.mes _ identified. with its correspond~g. 

mental mode (antahkarana-vrtti). The union of these two limited forms of 
' . .. . . 

consciousness· gives rise to. the perception of the knowledge of the object. The 
. . 

-pramiitrcaitalzya (Consciousness limited.by.mind) who being a knower remains 
.. , . . . . . . . . 

isolated. and perceives the knowledg~ of an object (jfliiiwgatapratya~atva). 4 In 
. . 

. . . 
this cas·e there is the distinction between a 'knower (jfiata) and a known object 

(jneya) .. ·That- is why; it is. the• perceptuality_ of knoWledge of an .object-

(jfianagatapratya~atva). 

There-is aiJ.other·type of perception, which_is called the perceptuality of an.· 

object ( vi~ayagatapratya~atVa ). By virtue of b~ing cognition of an ·object in the 

previous case there is a knower; otherwis~ the _knowledge of an object becomes 

meaningless. If it is said that there is the perceptuality of an ·object, it should be 

,. treated as different from_ the earlier one~ It is' not knowledge, which is perceived, 
. . . 

·but the object only. Such a. situation cannot· ~ive rise to knower-known 

-.relationship (jnat;-jneyabha;asambandha). He~ce Dharmaraja Adhvarlndra. 

opines_ that in such cases there is only the kriower in the _form of consciousne_ss 

. : {pr:am~trcaitaf)ya);. but the other two i.e., consciousn~ss limited by mental mode 

(anta~karaQav{tti) and consciousness limited by an object are united in the· 

knower (pramata) are absorbed in it. It is described by him as-
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. 'pramatr§attatiriktafjattakatvabhava~, i.e.,. there will be . an absence of the 

existence_ of the. other. forms. of consciousness excepting the existing of pramatii 

. or knower.5 Jt·has been said that the amalgamatio~·.of the three ·into one is· not 

desfred (nil liivadaikyam), but there. is onl~ the existence of the Pr~mat(cattanya 

in which .. other . fo~s . of . Consciousness a~e hidde~. . Therefore, the. 
. . . . 

. pramcitracaitdnya would be· an object of our awareness, but other forms of the .. 
. . . 

~~e are the. manifestatimis of the pr~matrcaitanya. and . hence their existence 
.· . . .. . .· . 

does not come to our awaren~ss. Herein lies some metaphysical presupposition. 

In such case ·nharmaraJa 1s dealing with metaphysics · m disguise of 

epistemology! 
. . . 

W4en a person thinks himself identified with the world, it is the stage. of 
. . . . . . . . 

liberation due t~J·the. absence of reality of more than one (Advaita).· In this stage 
. . 

an object is 'no more than an object', but 'subjectified.object', though there is rio 

· · diffe_rence_ in saying 'subjectified object' and 'objectified. subject' as evidenced . 

in the Bh~gdvadg""ita. -:- iSarva~hutastha~atmanam sarvabhuta~i cZztmani ,6(i.e., · 

extension of self to others and bringitig others under self), Dhannadija preferred 

to us"e 'sJ-~,bje"ctijied object', silice.pramata(knower) orily remains at this stage. 
. . . . . . 

The~e is_ the ·absence of the existence of other objects e~cepting the existe~~~ of 

knower (pramiitaj. Is it not a state of liberation? Such a state is generally 

realized temporarily at the ·time of aesthetic enjoyment (rasa). Abhinavagupta 
. . 

has e~plained this state of 'subjectijied object' as the melting of the state. of 
. . . . 

pramata (prama~bhavavfgalana)? Just as ·an object when liquiclified co~ers 

many areas, in the like manner the knower can expand itself in such a way so 

that all objects are included in him. At this time he is not confmed within himself . . . 
. . 

but _expanded· himself to all the objects and hence obje~ts have no other existence 

· other than that of the knower. That is why; an ·individual can enjoy aesthetic . . . . . . 

pleasure (rasa) as he considers. the pathos etc. belonging to characters of the· 

novel or drama as his own due to emotional involvement. This sharing of others 
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.feeling is called. by Abhi~avagupta a5 tanmaytbhtrvana i.e., beco~ing one with . 

. otber.8
. Actu~Iiy the· feeling existing in an ~ndividual is. ~ans~itted· to all the .. 

spectators~ If .each and every reader receives the sam~ sensitivity or . feeling, 

the~e is .a .corr~sponding fact, which. i~ going .. on in allthe: hearts ~f the spectat~r~ 
(sakald-sahr(Jaya-samvada-salitar Such a phen~menon. is otherwise known as . 

. ~ . . . . . . . . . . 

'abs~rption of all the audiences tow~ds a particular ·o~ject' (sarvasainajikan8Jn 

· ekaghanatti).9 T~ Visvanltfua also ·the· subject i.e., pramafa .sees· himself b~i~g 

identified with it (pramata tadabheden~ svatmanam pratipadyate) ~ 10 In fact,. ~elf 

exi~ts everyWhere inci1:1ding the art-object. Hence, the Aestheti~ians -~e of the 

opinion that the rel~shment itself is rasa (rasanryab rasa~). I~ is_the relishment of. 
. . 

·the bliss arising out of self-knowledge .(as reflected in the .characters ·of the 

·dram~), which is -~alled.svasamviclana~da. As if we liav~ undertaken-an aCtivity 
. . . . . 

of tchewing (carvana1ryapara) of the bliss arising from self kD.owledge. To 
. . . •· . . .. . . . . . 

Abhinavagupta who .is chiefly influenced by .the Advaitiris such a chewing . . . . . 

~ctivity ofthe bliss of.th~self-knowledge is called.Rasa~ 11 This mterpretation of 
. . . . . . 

· Aesth~tic" expenei::tce would not have been possible, h~d there heen no solid 

.. foundation of Vi~ayag~tapratya~a .. 

. . 
The question was raised whether such vi~ayagatapratya~a is eq1,1ivalent 

to the Advaita concept of liberation or not. In reply, it can be said that such 
. . . . . . . . 

perception and the aesthetic enjoyment· is qualitatively same but ·quantitatively 
. . . . . . \ . . . 

·different.' When ·a jar. is perceived, there .is the feeling of. the non-dtiality of the 
. . . . 

self and the jar until the absorption· breaks up. When such absorption does not . 

break, an individual will see the whole world as his own self. This non-dual 

experience will remain forever and such situation is described as liberation 

· according ·to the Advaitins. The perceptual experience of the phenomenal 

objects like· a jar etc. occurs temporally .and hence. it ·is, though qualitatively 

same, it. Is quantitatively different. Both the experiences- the 

vi~ayagatapratya~a and aesthetic experience contain disinterested pl?easure 
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arising out of atmananda. It may be a~ked to the Advaitins whether it is the 
. . .. 

··case of epistemology or· _metaphysic~ .. Whatever may be their reply, we have 

~hown that a set of · metaphysical presuppositions had led . Dhannaraja 

AcllivMifldra to formtil~te such ~-definition of perception~ 

. . Now let us. try to. explain the pmblem ·of mind's ·going out fir~t ~nd · 
: . . . 

. :;;econdly, its assuming_ the form of the object of c_ognition. 
. . . . 

. ·Mind, the anta~kara.rya," according· to. $e A.dvait~ has parts ·and is the 

product of matter. This· does. not imply the so-called materialism. · Rather, it . 

·resembles to the view of some New Realists like Russell, according. to whom, 

matter and. mind are different arrangements of some same .neutral stuff. Both . . 
. . . . . . . . 

· ~atter and mind may be said to be produced 011t of ~e same neutral stuff, where 

the ch~acteristics of both of these are not present ....:. i.e., which is neither mind 

nor matter .. Russell,~ his 'Analysis ofmind'is. not interested in enquiring any 

. metaphysical reality as the material ground ~f the world of mind and. mattet, 
. . . 

because t~ him, we c~ot ·reach at the neutral. stuff as existent. He has tri·~d to 

explam this w~rld from the ·point of view of this neutral stuff with the help of liis 

. epistemological theory of atomic facts. But in the · Advaita, . the . source 

. . . . . . 
(adhif!hcma) of both the inind (antaJ:zkaraQa) and matter (vi~aya) is Brahman -

the principle of one non-different pure Consciousness. And in this sense, mind 

is the product of matter. This is the metaphysical standpoint of the Advaita. In its 
. . . 

theory of creation~ antafzkaraJ'}ci hag,. been said~ to be produced out of the five 
. . . . 

· . material elements· (/Jancabhuta) in air of which the.Snttva-gurza predominates. · 

However, there -is r~ally no difference between mind and matter in reality 

or as it is the product of matter, its movement or going out in space has been 

granted in the Advaita .. Mind or antahkdrana goes out to the object, like a jar of ,. , . . 

· . the external world. In the Vediinta-Paribhiisii, it is said that when the ·. . . 

· antaJ;zkaraQavrtti in the form of a content like the jar goes out to be related to the 
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object, jar, then prama(J-caitanya,-, the 
0... 

prama/}8-caitanya and the .V~~a- . 

· ··caitanya . becom~ one and non-different.· The difference ·of the consciousness is. 

destroyed,. because· of the fact that the limiting. adjmicts ( antahkarana ·vrtti and 
. . . . • . . . 4. . • .. 

· · object content) are. placed in the same locus. In· this· way, when ·the pram.iif[-

. · -~aitanya,· and the vi~a-caiti:mya (co~sciousness limited by the object-content~·. 

jar) become ~me, . then. the ·pramiitr-caitanya. (anta~kliraf)a) · stands as the· 

substratum of tbe_.object, jar, like .the .consciousness limited by the. jar. 

(ghatadyavacchtnnacattanya). At that time, "there remains no other reality of the . . . . . . 

jar than the reality of the priunata viz., the. consciousness limited by the 
. . ..___.:.--- ~ . . 

anta~ktirar:ui and the jarbecomes an object" ofimmediate cognition. . 

Thinkers. like T.M.P. Mahadev~m, P.K.Sundaram and D.M.Datta opine 

that the outgoing of antl!~l£raJ:za as the ·vrtti i~ actual, not m~taphoricai. ~ese 

thinkers~ perhaps, . have ·gained the . support from the · Cllltl).()r of. Vediinta

Pciribhii~a. The P~ribhiisakara clearly ·states that· 'tathii. cayam gh~tq ity~di-
. . . - . . . . . 

·. ·. 

pratya~asthale ghafadestadiikiira-vrttefca .vahirekatra dese samiivadhcmat' etc . 

. The word 'vahirekatra; is to be noted here. But" K.C.Bhatta~harya says In "his . 

'Studies zn Vedantism ',"Ultimately no doubt, Vediinta will hold ·that the body is 

. phet:tomenal, tl.lis spa~e is· also phenomenal, .and this 'going out' of the .mfud is 

only illusory" . 

. These two·. view-points in regard to the mind's g~?ing out, In fact, based on 

the Advaita distinction betw~en ·the empirical reality (vyiivahczrika satty'"'a) and 
. . u 

the Alsohute RealitY cParmarthika sawi), the;parmarthika point .of view~ ail these 

vi~., antal;zkiiraJ]a, v.rtti ~nd object~~ontent are.illus()ry. So we may understand 

that the. mind actually moves towards the object of cognition existing in the 

external world 
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But, then, where d~es the vrtti remain? In reply to the questio~, we may 

quote the w.ords ·o,f D.M.D~tta : "When we· perceive. an external ~bject, our .· 
. . . ' . . . . .. 

. . 

attention'is directed riot. to the p!lysiological changes .caused·by the. object within 
. . . . . . 

Jhe organis~, but to the object itself,· outside in sp&ce. And. iri fixing attention on 
. . . .. : . . . . . ; . -

: an object mind .comes into direct ·~otact with it" Here we may emph~sise on the 
. . . 

word 'attention'. Att~ntion, it may be U)ought, is what the Advaitip calls 

anta~kifi.a'!a ... ~#ti, function of the mind~ This att~ntion, _in fact, goes out through· 

. the . sense-organ . to its obj.ect' in the production. of the cognition of that. This 
.. . . .·· . . 

attention as the antahUrana-vrtti is nothmg but a relation be~een th~ ~ind and . . . .. . 

th~. object - the relation, which. is made possible .thro~gh the one-undivided 

. .prlri~iple . of consci()usness. This . . consciousness perVades the . mind 

. (an(a!Jkdr~r_za), its ·modification (vrtti) and the o~ject-conte~t (viSe§ya). So the 

. . 

question,·· in · conne.ction with the ·vrtti remaining either m ·the locus of 

ant~fzk6t4!la ·or in that of the object·~·ay.be.ignored. ·. 

The · Advaita shows its peculiarity · by declaring the activity ~f minds' 

going out.· It does not hold the accepted vjew that the objects of external world, 
' . . . . . . . 

first, stimulate .the 'senseorgans, then .the' mind receives. the impression of' the 

objects through these organs. The Advaitins grant. the serise-object contact . in 

perception,. but according· to them, neither . the senses nor the objects ·have any 
v . . . . . . - . . 

disting~Hshed role. The role ~ompletely belongs to the antafzkGafla vrtti. This i~ 

taken as the general view ofthe Advaita system. But if we look into the view of . , · 

Suresvara, the. direct disciple . of Sarhkara, in this connection, we· find that the 
· Advaita Vedanta seems· not to disregard the accepted view of per~eption. To 

·quote fr~m an· analysis of the theory of perception according to Sures'Vara as 

made }?y V.P.Upadhyaya in his ,·Lights on Vedanta' : "It is not certain ~hethe~ 

the outgoing· of the mind. to the object (which is admitt~d by the Vivara~a 
School in clear words) is approved by Suresvara as well. In accordance with his 
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. · ~ne verse (Brhqdliranya-kopani~adbhasym/ftti1ccJ· - Pune Publicati_on, pp. 1827,-
. . . 

· · 2~), if literally interpreted,_ it :will have to be coricll!ded that he is in favour of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

object trans,mittirig _its mould and it is this.· tr(,lllsmission of a distin.ct mould . 
. . . . . . 

through the·sens~-orgari by·~ object and com;~quent establishment -of a direct 

. contact behveen_ 'the mmd and a particular object, which . accounts. for th~ . 
. :". 

immediacy. of the: perception as distinguishable from . other·. kinds of indirect 

. cognition~.'. Thus S~resvara thinks that the object transmits. fue mould or form . ·. . . . ·. . 

. through the senses to 'the mind, and. then the mind has a contact with the form 

of the object an:d a8·such becomes niodifled into the said. form (vrttz). ··· 

In the light of the above exposition, we may understand the notion of the 

going out of mind or its v[tti in this way. It is obvi~msly said in the Advaita texts 

_that the V[lli, .a morufled part- .of the antal;zkdra1Ja .goes. OUt, J?Ot the whole. of · 

. mind-apparatus. Th_ey .. by ''the going . ~ut'' it is better to understan.d,. is the 

formation of a. part of mind through modification in the shape of·_the ~bject of 

·. cognitio~~- Mind or. the imtahkaran~ is. taijasa, produced ~f liglf.naterial also it 
. .·. . . . .... 

is. predominated by the sattvii-gui]a and so· transparent (sva~~ha). But this is 

not alf of vrttijnana. Behind . it there is Siiksz-caitanya · (Jfvasaksi) and behind-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 

. . . 

· this Sii~z-caztanya there is the · . Cosmic Consciousness (fsvara-Saksi). This 
. . 

· Cosmic Consciousness. is Brahman, the Absolute Reality-Consciousness and to 

the Advaita Vedanta School of thought, the energy-source of the: Jiva-Saksi. 
. . ·. . . . . . . . . -

"The vrttijiiiina", as. Prof. Hiriyanna puts, "draws its·breath and-substance from 
. ,. . , .. 

'it, ~d the whole compl~x, of empirical or fmite .knowledge would be nowhe~e 
. . . . . . . 

without the light of this Absolute or Infinite Consciousness". The three enthi~s-
. . 

Iivara-saksi~ Jiva-siiksi and antahkarana are very dose to each other. The Jivii 
• D • • • •· • e . . 

sii~t may be compared. wit¢h a tank of consciousness,· by which, according to 

th~ Advaita,. objects of the w'orld as a whole, known or unknown are manifested .. 

In the case of the immediate cognition of an object, when the appearance of it 

creates attention, the anta~karal}a is modified into the so-called v;tti by the 
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Witnessing~self (Saksf-caitanya), which is the store of all objects- cognized or . 

. non-cognised ~d at . that very moment, the arisen vrtti. coincides with the·. 
. ·- . .· . . . . . .. ·.· . 

approaching object through. the respective sense-:-organ. This coincidence, thou~ 
. . . . . . . 

. tll<~Ught to :IJe the result of the ·going _oUt·. of mind, may itself be designated as the . 

said 'going o~t'. It may so be designated only to make distinctio~ of a particular 
. . .·· . . . . i . . . 

vrtti of. the anta~kdral}a and nothing :more. And all this ·-is happened instantly. 

So .. 'the going. out' is j11St the coincidence. between the vrtti and .the object.: 

content.. As the sense-object contact is indispensable in the case of immediate 

. cognition lik~. perception, so the. going out of the mental mode. (antahMrana 
. . - ' 

. vrtti) has been recognized. In ·fact, whatever stimuli would come from·the object 

. . to the sense; without the attentive state of mind, the sense.;object- contact would . 

not be possible. Again if ther~ arise.s any s~nse-contact with· the object without· 

_the. participation. of kind, the contact would certainly be fruitless. The active. 
. . 

·participation of kind; like its going out in perception_distinguishes it (perception)·. 

from. the mediate cognitions; ·like. niference, niemory: .etc. and also from 

· ' immediate internal cognition. The ~ense-organs conj~ined with the antaf:Jkaral)a_ 

are in co~tact~ith .. the objects, so the_ vrtti has to go out,. or we may say; it thU,s 

·coincides with the form of the object. ln that· case·, the consciousness limited by 
. . 

the object ( vi§ayachinna caitanya) becomes one and the same .. • And as all this 
. . . 

consciousness is that one cmisdousn~ss, by which energized the witilessing-self 
. . l·. 1· 

(Saksi) is existent in us, we have the fuunediate·cognition of the something .. 
·. . . . . . . . ·. . .. 

Let -us now come to the other issue. In the Advaita texts, it is said that the 

antaf:Jkarai}a or its vrtti not only goes out to the object, but also assumes its form, 

The Paribasakara has put, we may remember, as the water of a hmk assumes the . . . . . . ,. . . 

. form a tub afterpassing·througha channel, so also the antal)karal)a, going out 

through the sense-channel, assumes the form of the object of cognition. 
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Jbe form-ass~ming of antal)kara!Ja is not a figme11t of imagination. It is 

capableofbeing recognizedfrom our own experience. Suppose,I perceive ajar 

before me ~th the .visual organ. In course of the perceiving, I_may clo~e: up my 

· . ~yes and so. far ·my attert~ion c~ntiilues, I may hav~ an ·image in the form of-the· . 

·. jar in. my ·mental world~ Or if the ~bject be left out. ofth~ scene any way at that 

. time, still :I may be possessed with an image of that object particularly in the 

.. mental state. This image may be regarded. as the antal]kara~a v[tti that possesses 

. the form of the object in concern and this image is. nothing but the impression 

left. by tlie· total·rorm .of the. obJect. -:Here w~ are ~ert~mly r~minded or the· 

philosophical· pnnciple that samskara (impression)· produces vrtti (mode) and 

· vice versa. Now wheri either for the closure of eyes or for attY. how removai. of 

the object from the vicinity ~f the sense, we· have the image of the object, then . 

that image is ofthe·past object as it is no more. in the sense-contact. The· question 
. . .. 

is : How can we possess the image of a past object ? 

: . There must be some inner principle to· record the form of the object, ·. 

·.when it· was presented to the sense-organ. D .. M. Datta observes. that 
. . . . 

AntaiJMralJG would · then. be identicai with this principle. From all this it will · 
. . . . 

appear that· the Vedaritic theory that in the· perception of ·an ·object the 

anta!Jkaral'}a takes the form o(the object is not a{ all unreasonable .. · 

· Secondly, according ·to ·the Advaita, ·the· form of an object necessarily 

includes . its . primary qualities like size, . shape etc. and also the secondary 

· qualities· like co1o~r, taste, smell. etc. There is ·no absolute difference of these: 

qualities from th~ object-substance. The forms ~f the qualities are the forms of 

thei~ substrata. So like the form of an object, the form of a quality or of an action 

may also arise in ca.se of exclusively __ their (of quality or action) perception. The . . .. 
Advaita strictly upholds that the cognition of quality etc. (dharma) is not 

. possible without the cognition of the substance (dharmi). To ascertain the 

immediacy in perceptuality the Advaitins do not recognise that the qualities are 
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only sensed by the organs, not the substance, like some western realists; . or they 
·. . . : . ·. . : . 

do not. believe in the· Humean. co~ception· that. there is no substance. over and . 

above the. q~alities; Accorcling to. the Advaita thinkers, the. object as a ·total foim 

·.is assu~~d ·by the mind .through .the sense-org~_ .. It resembles to the. view· of. 

· coinino~-sense re~llis~ of the. West~. In fact, the Advaha ·vi~w of perception maY 

. be called to be solely based on the _experience of common ·people. The point is 

.·. that the·form~assuming.prlnciple_ofthe Advaita theory of_cognition.dissolv~s-the. 

complex problem. of irimlediate· cognition in regard to the question, whether the· 

.. object ~f perception. is. immediately. given,. or given through the medium 'of.its 

sensed qualities. 
. . ~ . ' , . . 

Thirdly, we may refer to the ·samkarabhiisya. of Brhadiiranyakii-Sruti in . .• . . . . . . 
which· it h~ been. said.that antal}karalJa may ass~me the fonn of the object.:. 

. . . . . ·. . 
substance and quality. The· bhii~a speaks of the form of quality assumed by the . . . 

. mind~ But it factually implies the form of substance alsp. It tells the fact of our 

. · . : . images or impressions~ iii this connection, as we have explained. The portion in 

:our ·concern may be stated from. the translation. by Svalili Nikhilananda : . "The 

mmd. transf~rmed irito colour. The idea is . that since . one remembers colours 

·. ~hich lie in the fonn of ~pression- through' the mind for their. suppoi;f.'' . 

Thus the mind's assuming the object-=- form is not at all baseless. . . . . 

. . . Another lmport!lllt issue in connection with the role of v[lti may be noted .. 
. . . . 

Wheh I have the perceptual cognition .of a jar~ I ·have it through a v[lti. I have 

. also such app~ehension. as 'I perceive the jar ? This is, ot. c~urse, a hitter 

_cognition. The question is : is· this latter cognition .due to another v[lti? The 

· . Naiyayikas. spe.ak of two. cognitions -.: Vyavasaya (primary cognition) and 

anuvyavasayci (after cognition). But the Advaitins do not recognis~ a fresh vrtti 

. for the cognition of primary' one, then for cognition of that new v[lti (say, second . 

vrtti), another vrtti (say, a third·vrtti) would· be demanded; and this another v(fti 
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would require of an another vrtti (say, a fourth). Thus it wo~ld lead to infmite 
. . : . . . . : 

·. . regress. S~-' the v[fti is not an object of another v[fti . . According to the Advaita, 

the .. vrtti, as. initially being· a mode of the. anta6karal)a is .itself all for its 

. objecthood. It is ·by nature· an object of itself. Of course, the capacity. of the. ~df-: : . 

uses. (svayyavahara-jfi(lnaj;ogyatva)· of the vrtti does :not imply is objecthood 
. :. . . . . . : . 

(karmatVa) . . Since jn that ·case, the same vrtti wouid both be the ft,Inctiontng 
. .. ·. . . . . . . . .. . . 

(kriyii) and the object (karma) leading to contradiction. When the:r~ arisesthe . . . 

v[fti in the forln of ari. objecf in. the antal)karal)q, . then that v[fti will hav~ that for . 

its object-content. In this way, the pramaf!.:.caitanya would be limited by the vrtti 

having itself for its content and ·when that limited consciousness (vrttyupahita-

. caitanya) be. the ·1oc~s of tlie · v{tti then the reality of that vrtti and that of the.· 
·' . . .. 

promi:ttr-catt~nya would be non different. Thus the vrtti as cpgnition may have· 
. . 

. jts~if too for its con~ent. There is no necessitY of anoth~r new v{tti after-:cognition 

. of antal)kararja. In: fact,· the antal)karava of the Naiyayika also ha~ itself for its 

. object-content (svavi~dyaka ), . it does. not require of a latter cogniti<?n~ although as 
...- ·. 

S.S~ Suryanarayana Sastrf points out, ''when they (the Naiyayikas) infer.that all 

cognition is a quality; that. inf~rential cognitio~· is· taken to apply to itself.(anu

vyavasya) as well."· The point is :. if a~yryava~a be a quality, it would also ·need 

a: substratum of ~hich it is the object. But the Naiyayikas stop at the anu-
. . . . - . 

. . . . . . .· . L 

vyava~~~ . The A~vaitin has· riot r~cognized the· another vrt,ti like anuvyavawa, 

for the reveabttion of the initi~l v(tt{ because it has explained its the9ry of 

cognition on the principle of non-difference (abheda) between the subject 

(pramlitrcaftanyd} and the object (vi~aya-caitanya). 

Philosophers like th~ Naiyayik§ and others do not recognise the necessity 

of ant~l)karaf}a vrtti . in knowledge situation. Only in the Saffikhya-Yoga and 

Advaita Vedanta, the necessity of· vrtti has been realized. Thinkers of these 
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. systemsp1ainiainthat the sense-objecCcontac~is a necessary condition for direct. 

cognition, but it is. not all for this: Function· of mind or the psychosis .( v[tti) is an 
·. . ' . ·. . . 

. essential factor not only in the case· of direct COW:t~tion, but also in the case of 

_indrrect. co~itions. like :anumiti, uj}(imlti etc. In- the direct co~ition ~f external 
. . ; . . 

objects, the vrtt< g?es forth to the object. In. co~ition of internal ~bj~cts· and in 

__ indirect _cognitjons it. ·does· not go- out, _beca~se. of the fact th~t_ there. is no 

. possibility. of_ its outgoing in these cases. The outgoing of vrtti. the_ Advaitins . 
. . . . . 

hold, is necessary for the realization of distinctness of perceptUal obje~t, remov~l 

of the concealment of the· objects, at:~d finally for the manifestation of identity . 

between the subject consciousness and the object-consciousness. 

· Although,like the· Naiyayikas, a section of _the champions. of extreme 

Advaitism. co~tends that .there is no necessity of vrtti for the ~anifestation. of· 
·. . . ·. 

. . . . 

··identity betWeen the subject and the object, sin-ce there is nat.urally a direct . 

relationbetwe·en them as both are-consciousness, the general view· of the Advaita ' 

is in favour of accepting the. necessity ofvrtti iri the cognition of objects: Broadiy 
. . . . 

speaking, thete are found three views in connection with the necessity of v[tti: (i) . . 

the· vrtti is necessaiy for the. removai of the vei!" of ignor~ce ( iivararziibhaviirthii) 

; (ii) it- is necessary for the . establishment of relation between· the. subject

. consciousness. (Jfvacatanya) and- the. object {S~mbadhiirtha); (iii) it is· necessary 
. . 

·for . the m~ifestation . of identity . ( abhediibhivyaktiir.thii) . betWeen _the two 

( . appeara~ces of one Consciou~ness i.e:· between the subject and the object. . 

The difference of the views is not .so clear-cut as each may be ascribed to 

a particular school of Advaipta Vedimta or to a particular Advaita thinker: 1ri the 

Advaita. works like Vediinta-Paribhiisii~ Vediinta-Siddhantasi1ktimafzjarl etc. . . . . . . . . . 

Jnone of the views. has been stated as clearly associated· with any school of . 

Vedanta or any Vedantin. The ·author of the Vediinta-Paribhiifii seems to _hold 

that the first two views are of the Vivarana school, since according to this school · . . . . . . 
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. . 

of t~ought, the Jfva is consciousness reflected through or limited by avidyii and 

. the third one is o_f.fue Bhamatfschool, since according to this schoq~, the.Jfva is· 
. . 

consciousness limited by antabkarana. The author of the Vedijnta-Sidhiinta-
. . . . . . 

suktt~aiijart has taken great. pains· t~ ~nalyse. ~ach of .the. view~ . from. different 

points of view iriCludi~g those of the Vivarcma and the Bh~atf:. V.P.Up~dhyaya: 
. . . . . . . 

. m his doctoral dis~ertation, 'Lights on Vedanta' mentions that the frrst view is 

conriected with the BhamatfSchool, ·the second, with th·e Vivar~na and .the third, 
,. . . ' . .· . . . . ·. 

. , . . . . . . 
with the school of Suresvara. Itispite of this controversy if appears· from the 

different Advaita treatises that the function of v[tti to remove the veil of. 
. . . . 

ignorance has commonly been accepted by all the Advaitins. An attempt will be 

intended here to dive deep. into. and to appraise of these theories of the necessity_· 

ofvrtti .. 

The frrst theory. is this: vrttt is necessary for the removal of veil· 

· ( iivaran~bhtbhaviirthii); or it ·may be said·. that it is necessacy for breaking the· 
# • . • • . I • 

concealing: powe~ of cividyd (ignorance). But if it does mean the desti.uction. of 

the· concealing ·power (avarar:a-iaktz) of ignorance, then in .the case of cognition 
- . 

even of a pot the power would be destroyed and the cogniser in· concern would 
. . . . 

. be ·eman.icipat~d from the _bondage of ignorance. 

So . according to some Advaitins, the . antal)karal)av[tti destroys the 

ignorance of spreading·_ over the ~onsciousness by. part - it n~~oves · that part of 
t. . . ~ . 

ignorance which conceals. oniy the object in relation to which some v[tti has been 

formed. It is stated that as a part- of darkness is removed by a glow-worm, or as a 

part of mat is seen to be rolled up, or as a cowardly soldier suddenl~ retreates, 

so a cenain part of ignorance is. destrobed by the v[tti or cognition relating to an 

. object. But such comparison is not sound. A part of ·darkness being removed 

may again come into existence, whereas ignorance, once destroyed completely 

cannot come back again. The. object, then, once brought ·out of the vdl WO"tJld . 
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contmue to be known for ever. It is not also something corporeal that may be 
: . ·. . : . 

rolled up; it i~ .not ~- s~bstance with moving power, so that it would retreat. 

To demolish this barrage, some Advaitins argUe that the ·removal of the 
. . . . . . 

. . 

veil -~f "ignorance ~is possible partially; only with "refer_ence to some. particular 

object-defined. consciou~ness (vijayii-vacchhirina ·caitanjia) which becomes 
... . . : . 

connected .with. some particular v[fti, Vimuktatman, the _author of l~{asiddhi . 

opinesJhat_ the primal ignorance (mulavidyii) is not set aside by thev[fti.but its 

off,;,shoots-some homogeneous individual igriorances· (tulavidyii) about ea~h 

object are removed. by· it. These individual ignorances envelope· the common 

object-defmed conscjous~ess and they are individually destroyed by ea~h o~ the 

· different vrft_i in respect of that object each time. For this_reasoilwhen the veil or 

· obsc~ation .·of an ·in~ividual ignorance is once ~emov~d by -~ V{tti the object . 

again·. would be . enveloped by . other homogeneous i~dividual ignorance fu 

respect of the same object. The. difficulty of the objetts , .. ever-cognising would 
. . 

not arise. 

··But is it possible ·that the first perception of the pot e.g.J~ill destroy only 

a ·single individual igilorance w!thout dispelling ali the_ individual ignorances 

<?bscuring the consci_ousness in respect of the pot ? vrtti or cognition has. no such 

a restrictive feature as it would dispel orily one ignorance, not others. Moreover,. . . . . . . 

how can we perceive· the object, until and unless all. the ignorance are totally 
. ' . 

. . . destroyed-? · 

In this position, some Advaitins think that one ignorance veils the object-··· 

·defined consciousness, others are kept in abeyance. The v[fti or psychosis is in a 

. . 

-position to remove the veil of that only one ignoran~e. As soon as the v[fti ceases 

to exist,· another. ignorance. creeps in and encroaches the object defined. · 

consciousness. 
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])issatisfied with this explanation some ~old that ignorance canD.ot remain 

in abeya~c~, by.~ature each·ofthem niust.be present in the l<:>cation ofthe object. 

· "So they· maintain that. only ·one i"s · dispelied at a tirn.e arid others are ~impiy 

scared· away for. the time ·being. Just as in a place, -where .many people are .. 

. ~ssembh!d together, the thunder, perchance. sudd_eniy falling· down on someone, . 

scatters· .away the rest of them, or the medicine, specifically curative of the. 

·c_o¢plex disease, .called 'sarinipata ', while chiefly affe~ting and remedying only· 
. . 

one ptominenttrouble or. complaint (constituent of the disease) ·cures or dnves 

. away . all other_ . accompanying trou.bles . or_ complaints .· as well, . similarly. the . 

psychosis (or the· so-called cognition. b~ virtue of being the reflections· of 

. consciousness) ~bile .casting off or dispelling once for ever only one ignorance, 

scares ~way and . thus over-powers . the remaining . homogeneous . individual 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

· igilorances. also so. long as it lingers. This when there is .ari absolute removel of 
. . . 

. . 

one . ignorance only through psychosis, there Is dispersion and subjugation ~r . · 

. n~utralization of other accompanying homogenou&. ignorance as well by the 

same." 

Now, although the advaitins do not recognise the difference of psychosis . .. . 

or ·cognition in a continuous stream of cognition of single objec.t ( dharavahika--. 

jniina), as. ·there is neither caus~, nor necessity, nor even comition of the "origin. 

and cessation of different psychosis or coinitions in respect of a single object, 

yet they think .that the cognition arising at each moment of the dharavahika

}fiaiui is prami or right cognition. • So, the , remo~al of only ~ne .ignoranc~ and 

the neutralization . of other accompanying ignorances through the psycosis ··are. 

held simultaneously, then as Dr. V.P.Upadhyaya observes in the case of 

dhariiviihika-jnana the second arid . other subsequent vrttis or- cognitions would . 

stand .. futile, because the entire . . obscuration from the object-defined 

consciousness has been set a side. "So some. Advaitins maintain that just ~s when 
·. 

one light goes out, the darkness subjugated by it, sets in again, similarly at the 

time of junctUre, when the first psychosis will go out and the subsequent one will 
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step in, the ignorance, only subjugated by the first psychosis and let loose by its 

obscur~tion ~pon the object-defines consciousness. 

·· .. In this connection, we .~ay"· refer .. to the . view of AnaildapUI1]a 

Vidyasagara, the auth~r of the Nyiiyacharidrikii_. · He strictly maintai~s that the 

removal of a particular i~oranc·e arid. neutr~lizatiori of. other veiling ignoran~~s 
. . . . . 

~o. not occur simultaneously. When one psychosis. arises, it removes . the 

· ign~rance actiiig at that point of time and brings about the ·.manifestati~n ~fthe 
... : obj.ect. It does not neutralize other ignorances" expected to appe&r and envelope .. 

·the object at" subsequent p·omts of time. -Ignorances. are the modes ofthe primary 

ignorance and . so possessed of temporary or momentary obscuring capacities. 

_Thi~ can exp.lain that the vrttijnana of all the moments_ofa continuo~s. stream of 

cognition of one ·and the same object is not futile.· 

According to some~ . the ignorance~ ·destroyed . by the first vrtti merely 

.... obscures the pure existence (satta) of the object, ~ay,. pot, other ignorances _which 

: ar~ removed by the second, third. and the subsequent vr/tis "obscure :the pot .as. 

conditioned by time, space etc.-

. :However, if the nec~ssity ~f psychosis .lie~ in the· fact of dispelling the . 
. . 

'?bscuration of. ignorance, then one question rriay be raised: With. which the 
. . 

ignorance (avidya) is really connected ? Is it connected _with the object (vi~aya) 

. _or ~ith the subj~ct (jlva) ? According to a section of the Vivara~(l School, the 

ignonmce wit~r reference to the object is. presented in tw'? ways-qne "is connected 

with object, another is; with the subject Ignorance lying in the object causes the 
. . . . . . 

projection of new external objects through psychosis, ignorance abiding in the. 

subject is proved. from ·our experience "I ·do not know this". The followers of 

Bhamat1hold that the ignorance does riot e~ist in the object, it abides only in the 

subject and naturally obscures the object. It is associated with the subject like a 

veil. The psychosi~ removes the veil and makes the projection ofextemal objects 

possib~e. 
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Some followers of_the Vivara'Ja maintain that the ignorance does really 

b~ .. in th~- object '- it , like a .piece of cloth veils th~. object. While interpreting· 

. ve:ry. intelligibly· the necessity of ·dispelling obscuration of ignorance by vrtti 

(avaraniibhibhaviirthii), the author of the Vediinta:-Paribhiisiiha has favoured .•. . . . . . . . . . . . 

this view. He asserts that the jfva is · all .. pervading . consciousness qualified per 

.. accidents by a~ya. According to this theo:ry of self, both the jTva and avidyii are 

pervasive. So the avidya or ignorance also lies in the objects, e.g., the jar etc. 
. . . 

like. the jiva-consciousness~ As there is no locational difference between the 

.. consciousness defined by jar etc. and avidyii the qualifying adjunct ·of · jiVa- . 

consciOusness, so the consciousness defined by jar etc. and the ]IVa

consciousness would have becom~ one . and identicaL If both or' the 
. . . 

consciousness by thus one and non-different, then like the consciousness defined 

. by jar etc. the jfva-consciousness would ~lso be connected with the Jar etc. And 

then these objects would be manifested constantly. But the jar etc. are not ever· 

manifesting. So. some recognise a conditional ignorance (avasihii~ajiiiina) that 
. . 

obscures the consciousness as defined by jar etc. and i~ dependent on the primal 

. ignorance (miilavidya). This conditional ignorance is a dependent mode of the 
. . 

primal ignorance and is called avastha. On account of this, there would not be 
. . . . ~ 

c~nstant manifestation· of the jar etc. since· only the unveiled consciousness 

makes such manifestation possible. And if the consciousness defined by jar etc. 

· would . be veiled by ·the primacy ignorance, · there .would never be the 

manifestation of jar etc. in the worldly life of bondage~ Again, .if the obscuration · 
. . . 

made by . the niode of ignorance were permanent,' there would never be the 

ma11ifestation of jar etc. possible, instead of the sense contact with them.· So its 
. . 

removal is to be granted. The removal is not· caused by the Witnessing 

Consciousness (saksi-caitanya) since this consciousness manifests the modal , 

ignorance (avasthii-ajniina), product of the primal ignorance (mulavidyii or 

· mulafniina) and so cannot remove! it. The Sa~si-caitanya cannot remove the 

obscuration, in ·as much as such a removal would happen .even in a case of 
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mediate cognition. This removal is. actually caused by vrtti or the psychosis. The . . . 
author ofthe Vediintaparibhafii h~s nicely established this Advaita position that 

. . . 

the vrtti- r~moves . the veil of modal ignorance lying in the object-defined 

consciOusness. 

The second theory is this: The v(tti or psychosis ts necessary for the 

. establishment of. -relation . betWeen the subject consciousness and the object

consciousness (sambandhartha). Those who maintain. that the jfva is. all

pervading consciousness reflected on or associated with avidya, hold that this 

relation is a conjunction produced by . another conjunction (samf!1Yogaja-: 

·saf!IYoga). As the relation between a tree and river is established by the relation 

between the wave and the river, so the relation between the jiva (subject) and 

object requires of a relation between the object and the vrtti and between the vrtti 
. . ·• . . . . 

and the jiva.· 

A very comprehensive and argumentative explanation of this theory has 

been given in the Vedantaparibhiisii . Dharmadija in his Paribhiisii interpretes 
. . . 

this theory ori the line of those, according to whom fiva is conditioned by avidya 

.. and all pervasive. Although this all-pervasive fiva is related to all the objects of 

cognition like jar etc. even in the absence. of the vrtti yet, the jar etc. are not. 

always manifested .. Since it ·is the v(tti with the respective form that makes a 

relation between subject-cons9iousness and object-consciousness. And this 

particular . type of relation is ,the relation of manifested and manifester 

(vyangyavyafijakabhiiva); it is a· temporary relation and is always conditioned by 

. the vrtti with the forin of an object in concern. The all-pervasive relation of jiva 

to the objects is not of the nature of manifested and manifester. As Pandit P. 
~ . 

Bhattacharya Sastri has explained ·., 'the all pervasive jiva has relation to the . 

whole of a village, but the movement of the. fiva in the village gives rise to a 

particular type of r~lation to the village, in like manner, the .fiva comes to be 
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related to the objects m the relation of manifested-manifester through 

antal)kcira!Jtiv[lti the act of kriowing. 

Anta.l)karQI)a is ·the product of the five great elements (paifcabhfita) in 

· · ·"which light is the pre:-dominating factor .. So it is c~lled luminous (taijasainanta~

Mra~a m)~ It is a pure substance (svaccha) and by nature capable of manifesting 

the jfva cons~iousness~ But the jar etc. · are impure. substances; they. cannot 

· manifest the consciousness underlying themselves. At the rise ·of the v[lti with 

t.Jie forms ofihe respective objects like ihe jar etc., the inertness ofthese{jar etc.) 

are overpowered by them (the v[ltis) and the capacity to manifest consciousness 

immediately after ·the rise of v[lti. Experience reveals th~t even an impure 

· . substance in conjunction with a pure . substance acquires the capacity to take on 

a refle_ction. For example, the wall etc. obtain the capacity of taking on the 

reflection of face, wheri these are in· conjunction with water etc. That. really is 

. meant by the manifesting capacity of the. impure substances, iike jar etc . .is 'the 
. . 

taking reflection of that consciousness (pratibimbatvam ). The vrtti goes out in 

·the case of immediate cognition of antafJkara!Jav[lti with the fire etc .. in the case . . 

. . . . . 

of mediate cognition ( e~g. the reference of fire from the. perception of smoke), 

there is no such manifestation of consCiousness and there is never found the 
. . . 

. character. of immediacy. The immedi(lte cognition of objects is, thus, based on 
. . . 

thejr manifesting capacity, and this capacity is generat~d by the v{ttl established 

relation between the subject artd the object. 

We may mention in this connection that some Advaita . thinkers who 
. . . 

explain jfva as consciousness limited by the internal organ, hold that "as the 
. ' . 

individual soul is not all-pervading, the relation consists in the establishment ~f 

an identity between the jzva consciousness connected with the functions (vrtti) 

and the Brahma-consciousness as the basis-of the objects." 
. . 
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The thjrd theory .of the necessity of v[tti ts that it makes the 

manifestation· of non difference (abhedabhr vyakfya)· between the jlva 

consCiousness and the Brahffia-consciousness conditioned. in the . cognition~ 

situation. The advocates of this ·theory hold that the fiva · or mind-defined 

c~nsciousn~ss cannot cognise the jar etc. Without. the prope~ mantfestation of 

non-diff~rence b~tween the fiva consciousness and the consciousness defined by 

··the jar etc., since no relation does either exist betWeen the manifestable jar etc. 

and the jfva consciousness or betWeen. the jiva consciousness and the Brahma

consciousness; the substrate of jar etc. The point is that· in ·the absence of an 

identity between. the comprehender and the comprehendable the comprehension 

. does not ensue. So the author of Vedanta-Paribha~a· rightly points out that in 

·order . to give plain indication of . the · non.:difference . between the jfva and 

. · Brahma-consciousness, the. substrate of jar etc., the theory. of antal)karatJav[tti 

with the form of content ofcognition has been introduced in the Advaita scheme 
,.. < • • • • 

of Saffikara. Though .the limiting adjuncts. of· the pramiitr-caitanya (jzva-

·consciousness} ·and the visaya-caitanya· (consciousness defined by ·the objects . 
like jar etc.) are different- the former has the internal organ and the latter, the 

jar, no difficulty dbesarise in e.stablishingthe non-difference between prama~r

caitanya and vi~aya-caitanya in as much as both ·the limiting adjuncts the 

internal organ and the object in concern rest on the same locus. 

Suresvara, a protagonist of this theory ·of the manifestation of non-

.· ·difference makes ·an .attempt to define jzva as an appearance of Pure 

Consciousness in buddhi (internal organ), the modification of avidya. Foil owing 

the foot-prints of the Great Suresvara, Dr. V.P.Upadhaya has given a precise 

expression of this view. "In any case, "Dr. Upadhaya writes, "the psychosis is 
- . . . 

held to be i;ndispensably necessary for establishing and manifesting an identity 
. . 

between the jfva the Incidence or Appearance of Consciousness, cast artd ·settled 

into the internal organ and the Incidence or Appearance of Consciousness, 

. permeating the object as its inmost reality .. 
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Thus it.appears from O\lr rapidsurvey that the theoriesofthe necessity of 

v[tti" chiefly differ in regard to the treatment-of the advaita concepts ofthej[va. 

According to S()me," the jfva is all-pervasive and unveiled, they m(lintain that the 

vrtti is necessary for the re111:oval of obscuration of the object. To some, the jlvf:Z 

is all pervasi~e and veiled, for them the utility of v[fti lies in the establishm~nt 

of th~ .relation between the subject and the object. Those, who think that the fiva 
. . . 

is ·Jimited, hold that v[tti brings about the manifestation of non-difference of the .. 

subject · and the object Keeping aside this subtle difference, we may 

unheasitatingly po.int out that in the case of immediate cognition, the vrtti is 

essential in the Advaits Scheme for all . the three purposes. It removes the. 

obscuration of ignorance on the object-defined _consciousness, links up the jfva 
. . . . . . . 

with the object and consequently results. the manifestation of non-difference of 
,.,... 

· the object-defined. consciousness and the fiva consciousness. Though Sainkara 

i~ his co~entary to . the Bpiadan1~yaka Upani~ad does n~t recognise the . 

necessity of psychosis ( v[tti ·.) in the c~se of direct cognition,. sub~equently, the 

exponents· of Saffikara's ·School, however, have taken up the issue more 

seriously and expended substantial energy in. introducing the "concept of v[tti in 

· the process of all cognitions and placing thereby the Advaita psychology of 

cognition on a solid foundation. 

,Buddhist • Theory of Perception· 

. How can the immediate of Perception be mediated in a Perceptual 

Judgement? 
.. 

. ·~ Diiinaga's characterization of perception as 'stripped of characters' -

kalpaniipocjha -:J:r is taken by the. schools as the text "for the treatment of this 

topic. But the discussion is complicated by reference to the question of the 

relation of language to thought, and by a polemic against the views of certain~ 
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'Nominalists'(sabdika) 13 who appear to have taught that words and thoughts.are 

insep~able. It. is against these '.t_lomin~lists' . that vatsyayana's . explanation of 

the wo~d 'avyapadefya' in·. th~ siitra is s~pposed ·by· th~ comment~tors· to b.e 

-di~ected. ·A~ against these nominalists, 14 avyapade6a asserts that there. is- a · 

. moment. in perception s~parable" from. all use of language.15 It seems likely that 

Diifuaga took this nominalist view as the starting-point from which to develop · ·. 

his own positi.on. He takes '~~e' as the first of th.e· five charact~rs, of which he 

asserts the pure percept to be devoid; and it may be supposed that his own view 
. . , . 

· was· arriyed at by accepting on the one hand the Sabdika 's view tha:t the 

. thoughts through which we ·determine reality are inseparably connected with 

words; and, on the ·other hand,· the Naiyayika view that what is immediately 
. . 

given in perception is independ~nt of the words by which we come to designate 

it. But; if concepts.are inseparable from words, and the percept is separable from 

words, it follows that the percept is separate from all concepts .or determinations 

of thought. So that the Naiyayika 's description of the percept as not verb~!} 

( aryapadeiya, asabda) beconies equivalent to describing . it. as free from those . 

other determinations or qualifications - of class, quality, action, and attendant 

circumstances or accident~ which,. through the .use of words, we assign to the: 

reality presenno sense. · 

The Buddhist is represented16 as holding that only pure or unqualified 

perception (nirvikalpaka) is entitled to the name of perception. He understands 

by pure ·perception as. appearance_ (pratibhii~am) which is true to the real 

. (vastuny abhriintam) as conforming .positively and negatively to the • 

svalaksana, 17 the ~nique moment of existence which alone is ~lti~ately real 
. . . 

(svatalqalJiinvayavyatirekiinuvidhiiyiprtibhiisam ). 18 All the 'predicables' 

(vife§m;za) or determinations of thought (vikalpa), are untrue to reality (bhriinta),. 

because they are not appearances born . of the- thing 

(cmarthajapratibhiisovikalpah); being appearances which do not conform- to 
• 
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reality (vastvananurodhipratibhiisa), their production being conditioned by 

'p~ychical dispositions' ( viisqniidhznajanma). . 

vv_ e have what se~ms a perfe~tly defmite perceptiot?- of a jar of such and 
. . . . 

·such a shape, quite 4istinct from all other jars. But the Buddhist tells u~·that·all· 
. . . 

the determinations (vikiilpa) which make the supposed 'pecept' definite are 

.. appearances not derived _from the real thing, and that our belief that the thing_ as 
. . .. 

thus· detennihed is real, is illusory -'Vikalpo vastunirbhiisiid visamviidiid 

upaplava~· '. But i~ it not the fact" that there is correspondance in, actual practice . 

(pravrttau sainviida~ )? . The Buddhist replies that ·the supposed correspondence 

is due to the fact that the determinations defived from previous experience 

illusorily impose their. own appearances, under the guise of identity with the real 

thing;. and, while.obscuring the difference between the swila~a~a and their. own 
. . . 

manifestations in consciousness, direct men's activities on the place where the 

.svalakstma is - thus ensuring the 'correspondance' which is . alleged. I 9 The . . . . . . . . . 

gleam of a precious stone· is not the stone itself: but it enables us to get it I} · 

· ·But unless the thought determination (vikalpa) is in contact with the thing 

(vastu samsprsati), ·how could it impose Itself as identi.cal with the thirtg? Even a 
. . . . . 

· mirage has an objective W.ound. The.reply is that thought uses the percept~ a · 
. . 

vehicle (pratyaksaprsthabhavz vikalpah) and so, assuming the function of the 
. • • • • . . . • . (it! 

instrument. of knowlt~dge, presents to us a thing that can be acted upon 

(arthakriyiisamartham vastu sii~iitkaroti), - otherwise the. person desirous to act 

could not aCt on the basis · of this thought-determinations. This is what the· 

Buddhist writer meant when he said "thence also it is on the real thing that we 

act as a result of thought-determinations" (tato ' pi vikalpiid vastuny eva 

pravrttih). . . 
But does not this amount to the admission that thought .(vikalpa) is after 

all a means of knowing · the real thmg, seeing that it is the source of 

apprehensions which correspond with the real thing (vastuni pramaljam, 

tatriivisamviidipratitihetutviit) .? The Buddhist tries to avoid the admission ·by . 
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saying that between the momentary existence which is the real 'object' (griihya) 

. of the perception and th~t .which. is the· 'object ' ( adhj;avasij;ate) of the tho~ght, 
.. .. 

and between this latter _again and the 'opject' achieved (labhyate) in the ensuing 

acti~ity; there is . -'"' · regard~d as momentary .. existents - no corresp~ndence, 

·because they are.all momen~aiy.20 ~egarded merely·in the light of~ exclusion 

of what is other, we :can indeed fmd a certain .correspondence in the percept, the 

idea, and the object achieved, - if we abstract from th~ (real) diversity which 

belongs . to them . · as absolutely distinct ·'moments' of ·experience 

· . (qniikalita~anabhedasya atadvyiivrttavastuniiitriipe!qayii saniviida~). We 

cannot say that the object of perception is the object as determined by thought, 

nor that either of these 1s the object achieved or ·got practically. But we can say 
. . . . . 

. that the object grasped ffi. perception is like the object as determined by thought, · 

· and that the latter · is ·like . what . is achieved by activity (yiidrsah ~a'!a~. 
' . , . . . . 

pratya~e'!a w.hyate, tiidrso vikalpeniidhyavasryate,. etc.). But even so the 
- . . ~ 

· thought-determina~ion (vikalp~) will not.be an independent means ofkriowledge 

. ~ seeing that it only apprehends the ·already app,Rhen¢ded' (And what the 

Buddhist is arguing here is that vikalpa is not a pr4mana). For it is by perception . . . . . .· . 

and. nothing else that an object ofthis character (which now appears in 'idea') 

was originally grasped.·. 
. . 

"We (the Bauddhas) admit however that a thought determination derived from 

~ inference (ltngaja)· is an. independent means of knowledge, .because it 

apprehends so~ething of which the unique beirig has not been already grasped 
. . . . . 

· by another means . of proof, i.e .. · by perception (pramii7Jiintariiptasv-

ala~a'!ap;iipakatayii prama1Jam. 2lBut this is another matte.r) 

This position too is unsatisfactory, replies· the Naiyayika. For the momentary 

existent's exclusion from what-is-other.' . (anyavyav_ttti) and the unreal 

common character illusorily imposed -upon .it in virtue of this negative character 

of excluding what-is-other- is not grasped (gryhate) by perception, seeing that 

the object (grahya) of per~eption is characterized by the Bauddha as a 'cause' 
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(hetu), and unreal things (such as this illusorily imposed common character of 

·being different from .. what. is other · are devoid of all pnictical .Gffica~y 
. . 

(samastiirthakriyiivirahiit),- (and therefore could not be a 'cause' of perception 

or of anything ·else). It is the momentary existent · that possesses practical 

~fficacy, a:nd.so is real_(paramiirthascit); and It Is this therefore that is theobject 

of perception. (And so it IS impossible for the Buddhist to deny that thought "is a 

means of cognition on the ground that· its objects have already been given in 

perception; i.e.·on the ground (i:hTtagriihitavat).- And it cannot be said thatthe 

object of the .thought is one with the object of perception, because the percept is 

a momentary existent and is said' not to extend upto the time of the thought' · 

( vikalpawliinanupiitfty uktam). 

And if it be allowed that there is some single object - · of · 

unexplained character ...:.. common to the thought and the~perception, which could 

·admit of a correspondence· for · practic~l purposes (pravrttisamvadayogya), 

thought would . not fall outside the definition of a source of knowledge, because 
.. 

. (1) the idea has no reference to impressionswhich might have preceded it in 

determining the object, the case being similar to that of a series of relatively 

independent impressions derived froin an.object; and (2) because what has been 

Conceived Ill though IS capable . of . being appJie<f in . action 

(adhyavasitapriipm:zayogyatviit).- And, if thought is thus established as a source 

of knowledge,. it must be classed under the head of perception, because (1) the 

thought-determinations by which the object in perception is qualified are not 

refeqed to the object through a "middle term (so that the process" is not 

inferential); and (2) because it occurs when organ and object are in contact, and 

does not occur otherwise . (so that it must be regarded as 

indriyiirthasamnikar§otpanna ). 

But although these determinations of the percept are no less produced by the 

object (arthaja) than the pure or unqualified percept (nirvikalpaka), the qualified 

perception of the obje~t does not adsde through the mere contact of org~.n and 
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object is eclipsed (vyavahita) by that of memory. The Naiyayika replies that 

. aUxiliary Circuinst~~ces (sahakarin} do not oust the inherent . power _of the thing;. 

you would not ~ay that the seed, is not the cause ofthe production of the shoot, 

on the gro~nd that it is eclipsed by auxiliary conditi~ns ofgrowth like·earth and 

water}~ But what· is_ the assistance ( upakara) rendered by the memory ·of tlie word 

to the organ· arid obje-ct, that it should be called an "auxiliary· circumstance" ? 

The answer is that, as the thought~deterinination in its arising corresponds 
. . 

. positively and negatively to the organ-and-object, so also does· it correspond 
. . . 

positively and negatively to the word-memory. The assistance rendered by the 
. . . . . 

memory to the organ-and.:.object then is that, organ-and-object alone failing to 

produce their effect; they produce it when the memory of the word is present as. 

an auxiliary circumstance. ~d tlie Buddhist's view that "characters which ad~ 
. . . 

nothing to the inherent nature of the thing itself would not be 'auxiliaries" has 

. alr~ady been rejected22
, .when we had occasion to: refute the doctrine of· 

momentariness (Jqiu;zabhanga)?3 
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. 11. · 'Sabdasamarpyamana Svasamvidananda-carvanavyapara-

rasaniyaiiipo raSah:' Locana on Dhvanyaloka, 111. · ·· 

12. How can we ·characterize the characterless? · This 1s the bl.lrden of·· 
. . 

. Uddyotakara's criticism of Dinmiga, a criticism which, as Keith says 

(ILA p. 71) aniounts to the retort that "a consistent sensationalism 
. . . . . . 

should be speechless, and therefore unable to give the definition 
. . . . . . . 

· · suggested. As Uddyotakara ·puts it, the th~ory is like a dumb man 's· 

dream - "it cannot be_ .communicated (N.V. p. 45 1.9 apratipadakatvan . 
. . . . ·,. 

mukasovapnasacf.rsam ). 

13. NV, p. 44 1.1 cites the phrase kalpanapodham, and NVT p.·102 1.1 

·says. ·that Dinmiga's definition is the object of Uddyot~kara's criticism 

·. · iii th~ passage. Vidyabhu~~a (HIL .P· 277, footnote) cites Di~miga's 
description of percepti~n .·in · Tibetan as . from Chap .. I of the· 

· Pramaf!asamuccaya, and says. that the Sanskrit equivalent · IS 
. . 

pratyaksam kalpim'iipbdhimi niimajatyad'fyasamyutam .. . . . 
14. Bu,t when Vacaspati is polemising against the view that the pure percepf-;s 

devoid o&- · . . · 

,..all characters be, gives anotherinterpretation ofavyapadesya, as being. 

a possessive compound meaning_'having no vyapadesya. Vyapadesya in 

this ·compound means _vise~ya, thing to be qualified or subject: and so 

avyapadesyajnana comes to mean knowledge . of qualifications 
. ' . 

unrelated. to a thing-qualified NVT p. 82 1.8. That is, nirvikapa is 
' 

certainly (as against the nominalists) fabderahita: but this does not . 

mean that it is (as Dirmaga supposed) kalpaniirahita or characterless. 

On the contrary, it is jotyiidisvarilpiivagiihi. ( N vT, lot! · et't). 

15. "It is illustrated by the experience ·of infants and dumb persons, e.g., by 

lcimarila in the Slokavartika (pratyalga, 112): asti by iilocanajfiiinain 

nirvikalpaka ri7 · balamukadivijfiiinasad.rfam fuddhavastujarh. 
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There is a primary . intuitive apprehension, an unqualified perception, 

arising fr6m the mere real, - like the appreh~nsion of infants and the 

_dumb. 

lbis couplet is quoted in the Tiirkikara_k§a, p.60; in this co~ecti~n. · · 
. , . 

16. By Sridhara~ in NK p. 130 1.4 ff. His polemic against the Buddhist view 
. . . . . 

ofperception fails into two halves (a) p.130 1.4 top. 131 l. an~(b) p .. 

· 131 . 1.22 to p. ·134 1.3, · dealing with the view that perception is 

kalpaniirahita,· and that the kllowledge of kalpana's constitutes, 
- . . . 

· 's~vikalpaka~ But after all these are only two differe~t way~ of ;aying 

the same thing, viz., that all thought-determinations are illusory_ as not 

inimediately given.· Sridhara is really meeting the _same position twice 

o~er, with ·different nirvikalpaka _is used by the Bauddha · ·and the 

Naiyayika respectively, the Baudha understanding-by a_perception free 

from all vikalpa's whil~ ·the Naiyayika· uses it of the perception of 

unrelated vikalpa 's . . 

.17. Nay~y~bindu p. 103. tasya(i.e. pratyak~asya)vi~ayah svalak$GQam; 

yasyiirthasya . smrmidhiiniisalimidhiiniibhyam jncmapratibhiisabhedas 

tat · svala~afJtam. ·Tad eva . paramarthasat, 
. . 

arthakriyasamarthyala~ancitvad. vastuna~, Anyat siimanyalak$[lQam : 

so numiinasya vi~aya~. 

"The object· of perception is the svala~q':la.· The. svalakscma is that 

through proximity- to and reinotness from which differences in the 

cognitive . appearances arise. It alone is ultimately real, since 

competency for action is the definition of real thing; Other objects are 

siimiinyalak$GQG - such is the obje~t of inference". 

The N:yiiyabindutikii (p. 15 1. 18) explains : svam asadhara!:lam 

. lak$GQ~m tattvam svalak$GQGln, vastuno by asiidhiirar:am. ca tattvam asti 
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sii~iinyam ca. yacj asiidhiiral}~in tat.pratya~agriihyam .... "svalak~r:ta 

·meap.s 'own unique character or being', ·.··For ·a re~lity h~s a un~que 

being, arid it has also _a common· character. The unique character is the 

: object (grahya) in the case of perception." 

· Dharinottara goes on to say that the object· ( vi~aya) of a pramava is 

two fold:. efther the object ofapprehension (griihya) describ~d by the 
. . 

phrase yadiikaram utpadyate- that ln . the form of. which knowledge 

· arise(?) :. or the object of acquisition, endeavour~ or- activity (prapa~Jfya, 
. . 

· adhydvaseya; cf. p"ravrttivi~aya p. 16 L 6) "anyo hi grZzhyo/ nyas 

cadhyavaseyah. Pratya~asya hi "!ana cko grahyah. Adhyavaseyas tu 

iratya~abalotpdnnena niscayena · .samtana eva · S~mtiina eva ca 
.. . 

Pratj5Jaksasya prapanryah ksanasya. 7'aks€layapriipayitum asakya; Vat,' i.e. 
. . . . .. . . '~} . . 

the ob~ect apprenended in. perception is the single moment: but this cannot 
. . . . . . 

be the· object ofend~avour or achievement, - the prapal}rya of perception 

. is not the single moment : but the_ series of moments '(which of course is . 
. . 

unreal). He. adds-. that in inference, on ·the other hand, the· object 

. apprehended. (grahya) is an unreality (anartha): but this unreal is 

. illusorily impos~d on the real (aropita ), ~d is conceived of as svala~m:za 

(svala~al}atvenavasryate): the svala~al'!~ ·thus· supposed (svalalqm;zam 

adhyavasitam}being the object of activity (pravrttivisaya). 

18. The Vijnanavadin Buddhist held that cognitions are not perceived 
. . \ . . 

through inner sense perception by manas,. but are. somehow conscious 
. . . 

of tlieni. Atma of course'. does not mean the soul or self- which the 

BJ,Iddists .rejected. The Sarvadari'anasamgraha states svayam-vedanam 

[svasamvedanam] as the fundamental doctrine of the Y ogacara, L e. 

Vijniinavadin School. In this connection the school used the simile of 

the lamp ·- which, self-illumined, illuminates objects. You do not need 

another lamp to see your lamp by. 
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19. NK p. 190 1. 20 svalak$G!Jadese puru$(1m pravartayati sainvadayati ca . 

. 20. · For the distinction between the grahya, on the one hand,. and the adhy- · 

·vaseya orprapanijla or pravrttivisaya, on. the· other hand. See NBT P. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

15.1.20 top. 16 1.7 referred to above, note 3 p. 121. (Thaq)assage ··~·· 

· Prt1Vrttivisaya) The difficulty is that the doctrine of the momentariness 

of the. real destroys· the unity .. of the object (vi~yaikata). Having · 

destroyed it, the·Buddhist casts about for so~e way ofrestoring it.:_ for 

practical purposes. 

21. Svalak§al}a in this compound cannot ·be taken as the object of 

prapakataya, because inference never grasps the svalaksana its object 
. . . , . 
being always · siimiinyaiaksana ·_ Also Nyiiyabindu p. ·1 03 I. ·13 anyat 

. . ~ . . . . 

22 .. The Buddhist. argument in support of the. doctrine that all things are 

·momentary is stated. in the Sarvadarscmatsamgraha, chapter on the 

. Buddhas·· (the ·section corresponding to pp. 16-~0 . of Gough's 

·translation). It· is always expounded in the pair of tracts by Ratnaktrti 
. . . 

entitled· k$G/:Iabhans.asiddiwhich ai-~ inCluded in Haia Prasad Sastri's 

Six .Buddhist Nyaya Tracts in Sanskrit. (One of these tracts sets out the 

positive and the other the negative argument). The Naiyayika reply is 

given by Sriahara N K pp. 73-82 (Faddegon analyses this passage pp. 
• . . I • . . • 

· 593-5, and translates !t pp. 384-403)~. The cot)text in which sridhara ' 

refutes the theory of ~omentarines is the atmanitrupana or exposition 

of soul as the permanent subject of experience. 

23. The Buddhist starts by. identifying existence with causal efficacy 

(arthakriyiikiiritva). He th~n exposes the antimonies of the concept of 
. . 

causation In a manner similar to that of F .H. Bradley in Appearance 

and Reality, arguing that "a permanent entity is inconsistent with 

production of effects kramakriimavyiivrttiiv aksanikat 

'. 
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sattvavyiiv[ttih, a permanent entity cannot exist because its various 

effects. cannot be produced either.. successively· or simultaneously." 

.. (SDS 1oc. Cit) Not simultaneously: because if it. could produce all the 
. . 

effe~ts at once it would do so, and would produce th~~ as much at one . 

time as it another, unless you suppose· ~at having" discharged itself of 

. an· its efficacy. on~e and for all it retams an altogether impotent sort. of 
. . 

permanecy thereafter; which: would be like looking for a crop from. the 

grain that the mice have eaten (sthayitvavrttyasii milsikabhaksitabijiidiiv 
. . 

. ankurajananaprarthdnam anuharet, SDS). Nor. yet successively: for 

what can produce an effect does so forthwith - smarthasya ksepiiyogiit 

" postponement being out of question in the case of what has the 
. . . 

capacity~ And conversely what d<?eS not produce all effect. is incapable 
·. . ' . . . . . . . . . 

of producing it. in virtue of these. two. principles, (called the prasanga 

and the prasangavipaiyaya) it is clear that . the supposed permanent · 

entity possesses two · contr~dictocy properties. ; for .it both has, and has · 
. . . 

not., the capacity to produce its effects, it has the capacity, m so far as it . . . . . . . . . . . 

is now producing its (present) effect; and it has not the capacity, in so 

.. far as it is not now producing its (past and future) .effects. 
. . . . 

·. · It is at this stage in the discussion that the Naiyayika brings in the 

notion of auxiliacy . conditions (Sahakarin, which Poussin renders· co-
. . . . 

factor} nanu kramavat sah~arilabhat sthayuinah atitanagatanoh... ) 
. . . . . , . . 

upapadyate - "the,. succeSsive production of past and futUre effects by 

. the permanent enticyjs possible as the result ·of its getting auxiliariesjn 

· succession". The Buddhist asks : does the auximiacy render any service 

( upakara) to the entity or not ? If not, we may disregard them, as, 

. doing nothing, they cannot serve ·its purpose - napeksaniyas te, akin cit 

. kurvatam tesam tadarthyayogat (this is the reading of the 1902 Bombay 

text, confirming Poussin's conjecture for tadatma .. ~.:). But if they do 

. give any assistance, does the assistance remain something distinct, and 
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then . it is this so~ething distinct from the permanent entity that is ·:the 

· cause of the effect - since .. th~ . effect is present· when this· advetitious 

additament is -present, and .absent :when it is absent. (Even in the light of. 

. Poussin'~·rendering, p, 66. l cannot understand the .citation·t~ the SD.S 

at th1s point. Gough 1~istranslates itf But the Naiyayika holds that it is. 
. . . . 

the permanent entity, in conjunction with the auxiliaries that pr~duces 
. . 

·the effect; and so it is from the. nature of the tliin:g (svabhiiva) that the · 

effect arises. 


